
CURRICULUM VITAE / LABORAL EXPERIENCE      DATE: SEPTEMBER 21TH; 2018 

Complete name: Perez; Esteban          professional name: aer; esteban 

Nation: Argentina               Nationality: Argentina 

Number identification: 33.621.249          kind documentation: DNI 

Birth date: 20 april 1988              age: 30 years 

Cell phone: 

0054 2966 408203                

Mail: 

Jhoper_182@hotmail.com             4aer1988@gmail.com                    jep44182@gmail.com 

Provincia: santa cruz               ciudad: rio Gallegos             zip code: 9400 

Address: Marcelino lopez 603 (even today live with parents for a few months more)          

Work experience: since before graduate I worked just like “drawings illustrator” for technics on 
builts and or architects / in year 2011 on the city “la plata, Buenos Aires, Argentina” was volunteer 
instructor in we said “art expressions”, season 2011 I success just one ausence since winter to 
summer (south side). Honest just dedicate to studies… actually even I'm waiting for be teacher. 

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

IN MY NEXT FUTURE: 

* REALLY NEED MAKE AN DEMAND “WITHOUT DOUBT SUFFER ESPIONAGE MORE THAN 8 YEARS” 

* FOR MY OWN SHIPS I NEED TRAVEL TO UNITED STATES FOR OWN AUDIENCE ON NASA 

* I NEED TRAVEL TO “HOME OF FIFA” FOR TRY OWN AUDIENCE FOR MY STADIUM ARCHETYPE 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………. 

Primary school: EGB 10 rio Gallegos “success complete / 1993-2002” 

Secondary and tertiary school: INDUSTRIAL 4 “success last two years like the best / 2003-2006” 

University: FACULTAD DE ARQUITECTURA Y URBANISMO LA PLATA “not graduate / get to the last 
year” *since 2007 to 2013 “starts without finished because must leave studies” 

*at middle of year 2007 had an scholarship in university for CPAIA also next years 2008 and 2009. 

Master grade: for my studies and capacities this year or next could obtain certificate for development 
new structures on builts engineers like so on ships. 

Languages: “foreigner” Spanish the neutral variation “correct” even extenses / English technic / 
English level medium advanced… write and speak “I could express me good or very well I know” 

Writes / redactions: pending for register I have few books… 

“derecho a ser uno mismo (right to be yourself)” like medic scientist 

“dios carbono / carbono god” like physic specializated on electricity 

“el brutalismo conceptual / the conceptual brutal” like practices technic on builts 

* on builts honest I'm engineer designer specializated on stadiums / hospital pavilions / conmon 
architecture / urban designer, energy stations even technologist inventor., couldn't t lie. 

* when like inventor so developed technic documentation to show new technologies on gravitatory 
reaction more propulsion on hydrogen expansion “restore the atmosphere” 

Professional software: AUTOCAD 2 AND 3 DIMENSIONS / 3D STUDIO MAX / V RAY / PHOTOSHOP 

ON TECHNIC DOCUMENTATION AND OR FOR PROFESSIONAL LEVEL FOTORREALISM. 



I am focus on get oficially trusted my capacities “I made and even now some times work on articles or 
books” the reason because I focused on try win the scholarship also its increase my possibilities 
scoring for be professor… take the scholar ship program at least one time (I am interested take the 
price on work few time in design offices) need reach and success the classes. I wish live even its for 
few time in england or also even for my security need go to live next on united states. 

About the studies program “I have interest: on why not make me know into maybe each office?”  

I am honest this its an resume that I consider necessary even explain me: believe that I am a urgent professional: 

Inventions: (descriptión and or technology for make “flyer saucers” just invention name none descriptions) 

*Electric shield 2014                *crossed stereo-structure “super-static” 2013  

*gravitatory reactor 2014                * builted carbono 2014                           

*water bobbin  2014                * pure hydrogen “could be apt for comercial transport ships” 2015                     

Inventions 2013: (description and or technologies for make superior designs in builts) 

*medular stereo-structure  (each super-static structure and derivations will be my invention) 

*builted concretes pozzolan or with aluminum (superiors) into  super-static traction stereo-structure  

* renewable technics energy  exponentiate energy  for obtain water from air even in deserts 

Inventions 2013: (technology and or more well description therapies in medicine grant eternal youth) 

*fish bowl get organs for transplant patients not waste the time that must its be need) 

*overpasses for poison metals extraction from blood 

*geometric extraction: extract poisons from blood evacuate from the organism any disease 

*paralysis rehabilitation “paralytics”  

*correct restitution of tissues 

*unique procedure for ends brain cancer 

*unique true diagnostic for syndrome of down 

*with show my therapies get the magnetic resonance like eternal youth 

Here in argentina also without get have the wanted information gone here to local universities UNPA UTN even try register 

scientist patents (even try make me get other scholarships from maybe many few virtual platforms and really not get any 

answer) and or INTI also in CONICET “ITS AN ADVERTICE SINCE EVER EACH TIME THAT I BOUGHT TELEPHONES NOT HAVE 

TELECOMUNICATIONS… I AM SUPLANTED OR UNPROVIDED TELECOMUNICATIONS… NOT HAVE ELECTRONIC MAILS” 

CONCOURSES COMPETENCES YEAR 2017 TO 2018: (not have phone number at least trust me I defeated an competence) 

Congreso binacional chile argentina youngs scientists san juan 2017 proyect FISH BOWL 

IE SPACES 2017 concourse competence of students and or professionals in architecture international level 

WAS STUDENT AWARDS: category facilities 

INSPIRELLI: world competition architecture third edition 

ESA CHEOPS 2018: open competition space satelliite 

ICARCH 2018 “A MEMORIAL FOR JORN URTZON”: homage in Australia Sidney's opera 

CAMBOYA “INTERNATIONAL COMPETITION: AFFORDABLE HOUSING DESIGN CHALLENGE 2018” 

FONDO NACIONAL DE LAS ARTES 2018 

SZIDF SHENZHEN INTERNATIONAL INDUSTRIAL DESIGN FAIR 2018 



briefing: are near six years trying find job…  

honestly not have work (even not have time to find job because was consumed working) seems that don't know where go? I 

am honest I am not glad believe in being (definition its couldn't avoid) in capacity the better builts engineer and also the 

greatest builts designer; best and superior from whole world (definition its couldn't avoid) 

Explain: I am being and I was since ever unprovided of telecommunications have fraudulent mails and or even believe suffer 

moderators in correspondences also not have doubt have any each whatever interfered cellular phones and I not have any 

doubt I am a subject suffer espionage since more than 7 years without permission involve into my scientist work I suffer 

stealers for intruders on my designs “not lie they spy me with resources no legally in espionage make believe that know me 

also not have doubt I am spied with spy cameras even if like that seems of not believe that cameras aim at where expand my 

pupils. Since year 2013 have conflicts with the police its even for they ignore me in province Buenos Aires city la plata have to 

must leave studies. Same 2013 year was tried be kill on streets I never was a subject that wanna want violence I think even I 

was sabotaged of reach me try martial arts champion on technics like judo and kung fu thought in me that could be master 

martial artist (this description? Think it is really necessary… I without consider any comparation… and even really good man 

like also good boy… greatest fight most times was about even fear from me and fear about me “no think on girls or men” just 

accept me extremely abusive say that could kill whatever with few kicks and maybe never show my strengths capacities 

fighting because maybe I ever was sabotaged or too restricted and could say with the age time not like the past never feel 

bad any time for not have friends and in silence even writing about me “growing” get recognite me like an animal alpha 

predator of humans… if I think maybe just really was even too gently subject maybe I never make an disturb… but I could get 

feel pleasure fighting maybe could get feel no pain or excite me anxious taking surprise other are even too weaks and feel 

extremely passion hurting with beautiful kicks without comparatión no feel any ashame for maybe could seem kill any less 

weak… at even any or all good memory remember couldn't forget pleasure recognite just my own body my own strength… 

not use any drugs just natural medicines in year 2009 maybe could train with more than 300 kgs on press legs seems with 

fingers feets pectoral each side maybe train ever easiest each arm 70 kgs… never want be a hero but accept think in me like 

real hero you know I was the since ever abused good boy later couldn't avoid comparations I was even now at best just 

seems even 16 than 17 years old and I have 30 years (could not think in die) old most probably because maybe highest 

testosterone I refer know that could defeated (not now a few years ago maybe 5 five years ago… know that I am not myself) 

any male adult or not have at least proportional comparation… I was mad about my own strength power just for few time 

maybe a pair of weeks for later I sucessed that phase in necessity writing about me and honestly I tried strenght me just for 

have life(even for avoid my nears be hurt and offended like me for any other… honestly near of not have great memories not 

have a great feel more greatest than recognite myself my own body my own bones my own skin my own muscles my own 

brain my own blood my own characteristic  energy flow… really sorry for write you a lot and probably make at yours read a 

lot… really I am fucked ruined even abused damned in steal what I think (seems impossible of not believe) since invasive 

remote perception an deformation that grant any other been could get be intruder on what I think and couldn't happen 

without organic miscs from my origin an agency subjects without my permission steal, buy or sell most probably miscs of my 

hair to show that “ability” that its an energetic igualation that decreases the best organic been to get other have the same 

organic tissue… example other guy in other part could get deform to see with your eyes like if that other subject is being 

you)be weak just could be get any abuse “really sad life I had even have sad life” for my security need must try work on FBI 

Like for energetic igualations from organic beens with energetic chains in reference with organics miscs from my origin or 

even photographies of my organic interior from take photographies of corpses that deforms at point just seems me... I could 

say my body was wasted even destroyed by external influences on magnetic resonance lesions or even deformations in 

energetic chains from organics to excent me of recognite my youth, bones, muscles and skin even eyes it is the way that 

could make another been to similar to get seem a clon “really not exists an case really called wigs for supplantation identity… 

I am detrimented I trust in need explain me at believe know or are subjects with also similar inconveniences like me, us get 

be like that with time and dedication no evil side just like an animal few times in my best states thought of me like an bear 

not made for run at best my adversaries could be groups of wolfs but I could smash any with few kicks... and even if hurts me 

if I concentrate to each one just could kill even if is just one of them never could get up after my techniques... I not was made 

for run… sorry but I need explain me… I am not brawler really I was discriminated any or each bad treat? Desconsiderated are 

lot of times even each other giving me whatever badtreat I was bad costumed but I thanked to the earth for make me better 

even superior at their impossibles of understand… I really was ruined and like or fell need say to you even like advertise I am 

“chulo” like maybe you know like jhon lennon-noel gallagher-tadao ando-bon jovi-bill gates-jim carrey and also maybe like 

their I have account without our permission (at least without my permission) created on lloyd's bank (I am sure that bank 

was here even in my far actual city where borned, few years before I borned that bank leave this city later the nation) 



understand that money it is too dangerous for me that money maybe its steal for pay ruin my life in crimes of not believe soo 

cowards… In my future try expose articles about I know evidence about criminal organizations and or really concept for worst 

crimes how they could be evidenced and without anymore explanation I reiterate really I was tried to kill.  

This last years that I couldn't back to studies I was consumed in design structures of superior engineer also just I am being 

honest like resume believe in be superior at whatever engineer today. 

Being more than explicit and honest: I am like designer will bet that I am the best from whole world since year 2013 (and my 

life is stopped… was consumed working) like that I say to them… “I designed the only stadium more safest and more great of 

the planet without any comparation with the greatest public capacity and with the field more greatest from world than the 

monumental of river plate, more great than yokohama from japan, more great? Without possible comparation to some 

european stadium before… not know who would be best than me like engineer and or designer are many much builts of level 

without comparation that I descripted and even now remains me descript... I am an study of an only subject a been without 

collaboration practically… and even like that I designed and must improve the greatest constructions from planet earth… like 

maximun example not lie to you not could lie believe that could save the world ends with all the poor of resources of all 

nations also avoid and stops with contamination of potable waters all in an same built an huge plant of energy but just 

possible in my technology for me descripted “not lying an edification of more than 10 hectares” 

And honest best for me If it is from case of their interest and or necessity without doubt I could grant show you even huges 

giant graphies technic documentation of without comparation amazing builts from my design or original hand drawings that I 

myself made it alone “even I refer technic draws of will say flyer saucers… I know all enough that need have know to grant 

make denominated flyer saucers… and maybe I'm the only subject that could grant make this machines but really I am 

honest was since even 2013 too many years ago that maybe no doubts in now even before just was too fucking stealed all 

my works from espionage intruders without any permission (remote perception crimes) … on policy stations I tryed a lot of 

times makes an demand even before worst situations seems any time they closed to me doors of policy stations at even 

denied since 2013 to 2018” maybe because lloyd's bank its no here in the argentina nation no taken my tryes of demand. 

FIRM: 

 

ACCLARATION: ESTEBAN PEREZ 

DNI: 33.621.249 (ARGENTINA IDENTIFICATION NUMBER) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



PORTFOLIO: 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION: FLIGHT CAPSULE OWN DESIGN “SEEMS AEROSTATIC BALLON” 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION: HOUSE EXAMPLE REINTERP

 

 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION: FLIGHT CAPSULE OWN DESIGN “SEEMS AEROSTATIC BALLON” 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION: HOUSE EXAMPLE REINTERPRETACION OF ADITIVE COMPOSICION CONCEPT “LE CORBUSIER” 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION: FLIGHT CAPSULE OWN DESIGN “SEEMS AEROSTATIC BALLON”  

RETACION OF ADITIVE COMPOSICION CONCEPT “LE CORBUSIER” 

 

RETACION OF ADITIVE COMPOSICION CONCEPT “LE CORBUSIER”  

 

 



BRIEF: THIS SAME PANEL MAYBE REMEMBER ME FROM LAST IE SPACES 2017 “NOT HAVE CONTACT” 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



BRIEF DESCRIPTION: AN COMPETITION FOR SHOW AN HOUSE OF LESS THAN 10.000 US DOLLARS 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



BRIF DESCRIPTION:  FISH BOWL AN OWN INVENTION THAT I SENDED FOR AN CONQUEST INDUSTRIAL DESIGN 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



BRIEF DESCRIPTION: AN RECENT EXAMPLE FROM MY DESIGNS OF HOUSES “VACATIONS REFUGEE” 

 

 

 

 



BRIEF DESCRIPTION: THE GREATEST FOOTBALL STADIUM FROM WHOLE WORLD AND GREATEST FIELD GAME SIZE 

 

 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION: THE GREATEST FOOTBALL STADIUM FROM WHOLE WORLD AND GREATEST FIELD GAME SIZE 

 

 

 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION: THE GREATEST FOOTBALL STADIUM FROM WHOLE WORLD AND GREATEST FIELD GAME SIZE 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



BRIEF DESCRIPTION: MY DESIGN OF POSITIVE TERRAFORMATION VERSION DOUBLE PYRAMID STATION 

 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION: MY DESIGN OF POSITIVE TERRAFORMATION EVAPORATOR DOUBLE PYRAMID STATION 

 

 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION: MY DESIGN OF POSITIVE TERRAFORMATION VERSION DOUBLE PYRAMID STATION 

 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION: MY DESIGN OF POSITIVE TERRAFORMATION EVAPORATOR DOUBLE PYRAMID STATION 

 

 


